Abstract-If cluster C1 consists of computers with a faster mean speed than the computers in cluster C2, does this imply that cluster C1 is more productive than cluster C2? What if the computers in cluster C1 have the same mean speed as the computers in cluster C2: is the one with computers that have a higher variance in speed more productive? Simulation experiments are performed to explore the above questions within a formal framework for measuring the performance of a cluster. Simulation results show that both mean speed and variance in speed (when mean speeds are equal) are typically correlated with the performance of a cluster, but not always; these statements are quantified statistically for our simulation environments. In addition, simulation results also show that: (1) If the mean speed of computers in cluster C1 is faster by at least a threshold amount than the mean speed of computers in cluster C2, then C1 is more productive than C2. (2) If the computers in clusters C1 and C2 have the same mean speed, then C1 is more productive than C2 when the variance in speed of computers in cluster C1 is higher by at least a threshold amount than the variance in speed of computers in cluster C2.
I. INTRODUCTION
A heterogeneous multicomputer platform comprises computers that may differ in computing power and that are capable of communicating with one another [3] , [4] , [13] . Heterogeneity pervades almost all modern computing systems such as: Grid computing [10] , [15] , [16] , global computing [12] , volunteer computing [17] , cloud computing [11] , and clusters [5] , [19] . The difficulty of scheduling complex computations on heterogeneous platforms greatly complicates the challenge of high performance computing.
There are many studies relating to important scheduling issues associated with heterogeneous platforms (e.g., [1] , [2] , [6] , [7] , [8] , [14] , [20] ). The results from [1] propose an environment that exhibits the property where node-heterogeneity among the computers in a cluster is the only factor that influences the performance of a cluster. This current work uses that environment and performs simulations to compare the performance of sample clusters that have different mean speeds, and clusters that have the same mean speed, but different variances in speed among their computers. We say that cluster C 1 outperforms cluster C 2 if cluster C 1 completes more work than cluster C 2 with the same amount of time within the framework of a scheduling problem for clusters called the cluster-exploitation problem.
Our results further extend the work in [21] with respect to understanding the role of statistical moments as predictors of computational power, and answer the following questions about heterogeneity:
• If cluster C 1 consists of computers with a faster mean speed than the computers in cluster C 2 , does this imply that cluster C 1 is more productive than cluster C 2 ? • If the computers in cluster C 1 have the same mean speed as the computers in cluster C 2 , is the one with computers that have a higher variance in speed more productive?
From our simulation studies, both mean speed and variance in speed (when mean speeds are equal) are typically correlated with the performance of a cluster, but not always; these statements are quantified statistically. Simulation results also show that: (1) If the mean speed of computers in cluster C 1 is faster by at least a threshold amount than the mean speed of computers in cluster C 2 , then C 1 completes more work than C 2 in the same amount of time. (2) If the computers in clusters C 1 and C 2 have the same mean speed, then C 1 is more productive than C 2 when the variance in speed of computers in cluster C 1 is higher by at least a threshold amount than the variance in speed of computers in cluster C 2 .
In the next section, we introduce the technical background. Section III describes the simulation procedure and results. Section IV is the conclusion.
II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND A. The Architectural Model
This work is based on the architectural model from [13] . Let a cluster C have n computers C 1 , . . . , C n , where each C i completes one unit of work in ρ i time units. That is, faster computers have smaller ρ-values. We call the vector ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n C's heterogeneity profile. A server C 0 has W units of work consisting of mutually independent tasks of equal sizes and complexities. 1 In addition, C 0 has access to the cluster C, and distributes w i units of work to each C i ∈ C in a single message, where W = Σ n i=1 w i . In our simulation, we normalize ρ-values so that the ρ-value of the slowest computer over all clusters that are being considered is 1.0. We assume each unit of work produces δ units of results. Each C i has to return the results, in a single message, to C 0 . Fig. 1 provides an overview of this environment. Consider two computers C i and C j (where either C i or C j is C 0 ), which are a sender and a receiver respectively. Before delivering the data through the network, C i has to package data into a single message at a rate of π i time units per work unit. The network has a uniform transmitting rate of τ time units per work unit. When C j receives the data, it has to unpackage the data at a rate of π j time units per work unit. 2 We assume all computers in this model are architecturally balanced. That is, if C i is faster than C j , then all subsystems on C i are also proportionally faster than those on C j . For our model, π i is faster than π j by the factor of ρ j /ρ i . Table I presents sample values of the architectural parameters that we later use in simulations. We define a worksharing protocol as a schedule to solve the CEP. A protocol proceeds as follows:
1) Transmit work: For a computer C i ∈ C, C 0 packages w i units of work into a single message, and sends it to C i . Once C 0 completes sending work to C i , it starts to prepare and send work to another computer immediately. The server C 0 keeps transmitting work until all computers in C have their own workloads. 2) Compute: After C i receives its workload, it starts immediately to unpack and process it. 3) Transmit results: Once C i has the results of its work assignment, it immediately packages the results into a single message and returns it to C 0 . Fig. 2 demonstrates how C 0 shares work with a threecomputer cluster. Below every action of a computer is the required time of that action. Computer C i is done only when C 0 receives the entire results of C i 's work. For example, C 1 is the first computer to be done in this case. Then, C 2 is the second and C 3 is the third. The order of starting work is the same as the order of finishing in this example; this is called the FIFO (First-In-FirstOut) worksharing protocol. This ordering is not true in general for the worksharing protocols [1] , however, protocols with this FIFO property are very special within the context of solving the CEP. 1) FIFO worksharing protocols provide optimal solutions to the CEP.
Fig. 2: C0 shares work with a three-computer cluster.
2) C is equally productive under every FIFO protocol, i.e., under all startup indexings.
Because we know the FIFO worksharing protocol is optimal for any cluster and under all startup indexings, the only factor affecting performance of a cluster with respect to the CEP is its heterogeneity profile. We therefore use the framework of [1] to study node-heterogeneity in clusters.
C. Measuring a Cluster's Performance
Within the context of the CEP, the direct method to measure a cluster's performance is to measure its work production. Given a fixed lifespan L, the work production of a heterogeneous cluster under the FIFO worksharing protocol can be calculated asymptotically in Theorem 2. To simplify the expressions in Theorem 2, let A = π 0 + τ and B = 1 + (1 + δ)π 0 .
Theorem 2 ([1]
). Let C have profile P = ρ 1 , . . . , ρ n and let
If one uses the FIFO procedure to solve the CEP, then the asymptotic work-production of C is:
X(P) is one of the components in calculating W (L; P), and is composed of only fixed system parameters and the heterogeneity profile. For a fixed lifespan L and a fixed τ , W (L; P) is approximately proportional to X(P). That is, X(P) can be used as a measure of work production. Using X(P) as a performance measure is better than using W (L; P) because it allows us to ignore L in our computations.
A related performance measurement called homogeneous-equivalent computation rate (HECR) [21] of a heterogeneous cluster C is the ρ-value of a homogeneous cluster C (ρ) with profile ρ, . . . , ρ , such that C (ρ) and C produce the same amount of work in the same amount of time. It is proved in [21] 
A homogeneous cluster with faster ρ-values always completes more work than another homogeneous cluster with slower ρ-values in the same amount of time. We use a cluster's HECR as a measure of its performance in our simulation study because it is a single number that characterizes computing power of a cluster [21] . Both X(P) and the HECR are complicated functions for measuring productivity of a cluster with respect to the CEP. A result from [21] indicates that one can approximate productivity of a cluster by statistical measures of a cluster's heterogeneity profile. For example, if there is only one computer in a cluster and cluster C 1 's computer is faster than cluster C 2 's, then C 1 completes more work than C 2 in the context of the CEP for the same amount of time. But, when there is more than one computer in a cluster, is cluster C 1 still more productive than cluster C 2 when the computers in cluster C 1 have a faster mean speed than the computers in cluster C 2 ? We explore this question in our simulations.
Theorem 3 indicates that variance in speed is a decisive factor in comparing the performance of twocomputer clusters that have the same mean speed.
Theorem 3 ([21]
). Assume that cluster C 1 , with profile P 1 , and cluster C 2 , with profile P 2 , share the same mean speed. When C 1 and C 2 each has two computers, C 1 outperforms C 2 if and only if VAR(P 1 ) > VAR(P 2 ), where VAR(P) is the variance of profile P.
Although Theorem 3 shows that variance in speed definitely determines which cluster completes more work among two-computer clusters that have the same mean speed, we want to know more about its accuracy in predicting relative performance of large clusters with the same mean speed. In other words, if the computers in cluster C 1 have the same mean speed as the computers in cluster C 2 , is the one with computers that have a higher variance in speed more productive? We also explore this question via simulations.
III. PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

A. Simulation Procedure
We compare representative samples of profile pairs to answer the questions in the previous section. In our first phase of studies, we select a large number of samples uniformly. That is, the sample profiles' mean speeds and variances in speed are equally distributed from the smallest to the largest possible values.
For convenience, let 0.01 be the smallest granularity of ρ-values. That is, the possible ρ-values in our simulations are 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, . . . , 1.0. Let the value of d be the factor to control the difference in variances in speed among sample profiles with the same mean speed. In our simulations, d = 100. We perform the procedure in Fig. 3 to generate sample profiles for n-computer clusters. By executing the generation procedure in Fig. 3 , we sample profiles with different mean speeds and different variances in speed from the smallest to the largest possible values.
We generate sample profiles for each cluster with 2
x computers, where x ∈ 1, . . . , 12. Because we generate and compare sample profiles in a discrete fashion, we use curve fitting methods to determine a mathematical function to interpolate/extrapolate the results. We apply tests recommended in [9] , [18] , the Wald-Wolfowitz runs test and Akaike's Information Criterion, to choose the function with the best fit.
B. Results
1) Mean Speed as a Predictor of Performance:
We define cluster size as the number of computers in a cluster. Assume that the computers in cluster C 1 have a faster mean speed than the computers in cluster C 2 . The percentage of failed predictions when one predicts that cluster C 1 is more productive than cluster C 2 is shown in Fig. 4 . The percentage of failed predictions is 11.68% when there are two computers per cluster. Then, the percentage of failed predictions increases to approximately 15% when there are eight computers per cluster. For cluster sizes greater than eight, the percentage of failed predictions remains at approximately 15%.
From the results in Fig. 4 , the mean speed is not always correlated with performance, but the percentage of failed predictions seems to converge in our simulations. Assume that cluster C 1 with profile P 1 has a faster mean speedρ 1 than cluster C 2 with profile P 2 and mean speedρ 2 . We want to find a threshold Tρ such that if ρ 2 −ρ 1 > Tρ, then C 1 always outperforms C 2 . 3 We apply a binary search to find Tρ with the results shown in Fig. 5 . Tρ is 0.49 time units per work unit at two computers per cluster, and increases to 0.8 time units per work unit at eight computers per cluster. Then, Tρ keeps steady around 0.8 time units per work unit when there are more than eight computers in a cluster.
From these results, it appears that mean speed of a cluster is typically a good predictor of performance, i.e., about 85% of the time, however, there are cases where a cluster with significantly lower mean speed will outperform a faster cluster. For example, consider eight-computer clusters C 1 and C 2 with profiles P 1 = 0.01, 0.95, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0 , and P 2 = 0.08, 0.08, 0.08, 0.08, 0.08, 0.08, 0.08, 0.08 , respectively. P 1 's mean speedρ 1 is 0.87 time units per work unit and P 2 's mean speedρ 2 is 0.08 time units per work unit. The difference betweenρ 1 andρ 2 is 0.79 time units per work unit. But, P 1 's HECR of 0.075 time units per work unit is better than P 2 's HECR of 0.08 time units per work unit. 4 In this case, the threshold Tρ is 0.8 time units per work unit. In addition, P 1 has the maximum variance in speed among all profiles with the mean speedρ 1 , because any change of the ρ-values in P 1 only decreases its variance in speed if P 1 still keeps the same mean speedρ 1 ; P 2 has the minimum variance in speed among all profiles with the mean speedρ 2 . This leads to the topic of the next section.
2) Variance in Speed as a Predictor of Performance: Although Theorem 3 indicates that variance in speed definitely determines which cluster is more productive among two-computer clusters, we know little from Theorem 3 about the accuracy of variance in speed in predicting the relative performance of large clusters. In this section, we compare the performance of clusters with heterogeneity profiles that have the same mean speed but different variances in speed.
Assume that the computers in cluster C 1 and cluster C 2 share the same mean speed, but the computers in C 1 have a higher variance in speed than the computers in C 2 . The percentage of failures when C 2 is more productive than C 1 is shown in Fig. 6 . If one predicts that the cluster with 3ρ 1 is smaller thanρ 2 . See Section II-A. 4 Recall that HECR is a measure of work production, not an encoding of mean speed. a higher variance is more productive, then the percentage of failed predictions is 0% for two computers per cluster, which has been shown in Theorem 3. However the percentage quickly climbs up to around 23% at 128 computers per cluster, and keeps steady after that point in our simulations.
Assume that cluster C 1 with profile P 1 has mean speed ρ and variance in speed v 1 , and cluster C 2 with profile P 2 has the same mean speedρ but different variance in speed v 2 < v 1 . Fig. 6 indicates that cluster C 1 does not always outperform cluster C 2 . We would like to find a threshold T var such that if v 1 − v 2 > T var , then C 1 always outperforms C 2 for our environment. A plot of T var , as a function of cluster size is shown in Fig. 7 . T var is 0 at two computers per cluster because C 1 always outperforms C 2 in this case. The value of T var grows rapidly but appears to reach an asymptotic value of 0.16 fairly quickly in our simulations. We further analyze how often a larger variance fails to predict better performance for different mean speeds. Fig. 8 presents the percentage of failed predictions as a function of mean speed for the case of 64 computers per cluster. The percentage of failed predictions increases rapidly, with a peak value nearρ = 0.1, and then decreases almost linearly to zero whenρ = 1. This pattern is similar for other cluster sizes. Fig. 9 and 10 are examples of 512 computers per cluster and 4096 computers per cluster.
Because the percentage of failed predictions changes asρ grows, we therefore explore the relation between T var andρ. Fig. 11 shows T var at different mean speeds ρ in the 64 computers per cluster case. This pattern also exists in cases of other cluster sizes. Fig. 12 and 13 are examples of 512 computers per cluster and 4096 computers per cluster.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, simulation experiments were performed to generate sample clusters with different mean speeds and different variances in speed, to compare the performance of sample clusters within a formal framework from [1] for measuring the performance of a cluster. This work extends the result in [21] with respect to understanding the role of statistical moments as predictors of computational performance, and provides simulation results that indicate heterogeneity influences the performance of a cluster. Our simulation studies showed that both mean speed and variance in speed (when mean speeds are equal) are typically correlated with the performance of a cluster. We quantify this statement as follows:
First, when using the mean speed of computers in a cluster as a predictor of performance, the percentage of failed predictions is 0% when there is only one computer in a cluster. Then, the percentage of failed predictions increases as cluster size grows, and is bounded at 16% in our simulations.
Second, let the computers in cluster C 1 have the same mean speed as the computers in cluster C 2 and the computers in cluster C 1 have a higher variance in speed than the computers in cluster C 2 . The percentage of failed predictions is 0% when one predicts that C 1 completes more work than C 2 in the same amount of time at two computers per cluster. Then, the percentage of failed predictions increases as cluster size grows, and is bounded at 24% in our simulations. In addition, given a fixed cluster size, the percentage of failed predictions changes as a function of the mean speedρ. The percentage of failed predictions increases rapidly, with a peak value nearρ = 0.1, and then decreases almost linearly to zero whenρ = 1.
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